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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NORTHERN OKLAHOMA 
(1) J. FRANKLIN PUBLISHERS, INC. 
an Oklahoma corporation, d.b.a. 
SELLING RETAIL INTERNATIONAL 
Plaintiff, 
v. Case No.: 
3 2013 
Phil Lomba . 
U.S. D/STR rdl, Clerk 
ICTCOURT 
(1) MBW FURNITURE, INC. and 
(2) EBAY, INC. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
1 3 CV - 7 7 6 eVE - FHM 
Defendants. 
COMPLAINT 
J. Franklin Publishers, Inc. ("JFP") complains as follows against MBW Furniture, Inc. 
and Ebay, Inc., and, on information and belief, alleges and states: 
NATURE OF ACTION 
1. This is an action for copyright infringement pursuant to 17 U.S.C. §501. 
PARTIES 
2. JFP is, and has been at all times relevant to this lawsuit, an Oklahoma corporation with its 
principal place of business in Oklahoma. JFP does business under the tradename "Selling Retail 
International. " 
3. JFP is, and has been at all times relevant to this lawsuit, in good standing with the 
Secretary of State of Oklahoma. 
4. Upon information and belief, Defendant MBW Furniture, Inc. is a Georgia corporation in 
the business of nationwide furniture sales. 
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5. Upon information and belief, Defendant Ebay, Inc. is a Delaware corporation in the 
business of nationwide auction-style sales. 
JURISDICTION 
6. This court has original subject matter jurisdiction over this copyright infringement action 
pursuant to 28 U.S.c. §1331. 
7. This court also has original subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 
U.S.C. §1332(a)(1) and §1332(c) because this is a civil action between parties with complete 
diversity of citizenship and the amount in controversy, exclusive of interest and costs, exceeds 
$75,000.00. 
8. MBW purposely directs activities at Oklahoma residents, which activities have resulted 
in the copyright inflingement alleged herein. MBW specifically uses an Ebay store associated 
with its username "mbwfurniture" and a website to sell its products. 
9. Ebay purposely directs activities at Oklahoma residents, which activities have resulted in 
the copyright infringement alleged herein. 
10. MBW purposefully directed and effectuated an unauthorized, derivative reproduction of 
JFP-owned copyrighted works through its Ebay username by posting 2 "Ebay Guides" located at 
http://reviews.ebay.com!Furniture-Terms-A-to-M WOQQugidZl0000000000779183, and 
http://reviews.ebay.com/Furniture-Terms-N-to-Z WOOQugidZI0000000000779197. 
11. MBW's Ebay Guides made derivative works from, on an unauthorized basis, substantial 
portions of the literary work entitled "Furniture Facts," Library of Congress Catalog Card 
Number 99075825, which copyright is owned by Plaintiff. The two eBay guides published by 
Defendants are nearly a term-for-term and word-for-word copy of the Dictionary of Furniture 
Terms contained in Furniture Facts. (See "Furniture Facts," attached as Exhibit 1) 
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12. MBW and Ebay displayed and displays derivative works, including substantial excerpts 
from "Furniture Facts" on the Ebay '·Ncbsite and affiliate websites . 
13. MBW's and Ebay' s display of unauthorized, derivative works and substantial excerpts of 
"Furniture Facts" was and is purposely directed at Oklahoma residents. 
14. MBW's and Ebay's contacts with Oklahoma are continuous and systematic. 
VENUE 
15. The United States District Court for the District of Northern Oklahoma is an appropriate 
venue, pursuant to 28 U.S.c. §1391(b)(2), because a substantial part of the events giving rise to 
the claim for relief are situated in Oklahoma. 
16. The United States District Court for the District of Northern Oklahoma is an appropriate 
venue, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 (b)(3) and §1400(a), because MBW and Ebay do business in 
Oklahoma. 
17. The United States District Court for the District of Northern Oklahoma is an appropriate 
venue, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1391(c), because MBW and Ebay do business in Oklahoma. 
FACTS 
18. JFP is the copyright owner of the literary work entitled "Furniture Facts" (the "Work"). 
19. The Work constitutes copyrightable subject matter, pursuant to 17 U.S .c. § 1 02(a)(1). 
20. On December 17, 1990, a Purchase and Sale Agreement was recorded with the United 
States Copyright Office, copyright document number V2602P51 0-513 , transferring registration 
of the Work to JFP, doing business as Selling Retail International (See United States Copyright 
Office Registration Page attached as Exhibit 2). 
21. MBW and Eaby purposefully directed and effectuated an unauthorized , derivative 
reproduction of JFP-owned copyrighted works through the "Ebay Guides" located at 
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http://reviews.ebay.com/Furniture-Terms-A-to-M WOQQugidZl 0000000000779183 , and 
http://reviews.ebay.com/Fumiture. T'o!1)1s· N· to· Z W dfOu gidZ J 0000000000779197. These 
guides are also found at http://www.ebay.com/gds/Fun\iture-Terms-A-to-M-
. \ 
11 0000000000779183/g.html and http://www.ebay.com/gds/Furniture-Terms-N-to-Z-
11 0000000000779197/g.html. The guides may also be found on other international websites 
associated with Ebay, and portions of the Work were distributed by Ebay to third-party 
"affiliate" websites for advertising purposes through Ebay's AdContext program. 
22. MBW and Ebay, without the permission or consent of JFP, willfully created derivative 
works from, reproduced, distributed and/or displayed excerpts from the Work, including but not 
limited to the above-referenced pages, attached as Exhibit 3. 
23. MBW and Ebay created derivative works from and copied substantial portions of the 
Work, including the style, format, and content, without giving credit to JFP as author, amounting 
to willful plagiarism and infringement of JFP's intellectual property. 
24. JFP did not grant either MBW or Ebay permission, in any manner, to reproduce, display, 
create derivative works from, or otherwise exploit the Work. 
25. On December 3, 2010, the same day that Plaintiffleamed of the infringement, Plaintiff 
sent eBay's Designated Agent a notice of copyright infringement pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 512(c)(3) of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA") requesting removal of the 
above-reported infringements from all eBay-related websites. 
26. Despite eBay having actual knowledge that the material on its system was infringing, 
eBay failed to act expeditiously to remove or disable access to the infringing material, causing 
harm to plaintiff. 
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CLAIM FOR RELIEF: COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT 
27. JFP repeats and realleges the allegations set forth in Paragraphs 1 through 26 above. 
28. JFP holds the exclusive right to reproduce copies of the Work, pursuant to 17 U.S.c. 
§ 106(1). 
29. JFP holds the exclusive right to prepare derivative works based upon the Work, pursuant 
to 17 U.S.C. §106(2). 
30. JFP holds the exclusive right to distribute copies of the Work, pursuant to § 106(3). 
31. JFP holds the exclusive right to publicly display the Work, pursuant to 17 U.S .c. 
§ 1 06(5). 
32. Defendants created an unauthorized derivative of the Work, in derogation ofJFP's 
exclusive rights under 17 U.S.C. § 1 06(2) . 
33. Defendants distribute unauthorized reproductions of the Work via Ebay Website, in 
derogation ofJFP's exclusive rights under 17 U.S.C. § 1 06(3). 
34. Defendants publicly display unauthorized reproductions of substantial portions of the 
Work at Ebay Website, in derogation of JFP's exclusive rights under 17 U.S.C. § 1 06(5). 
35. Defendants have willfully engaged in the copyright infringement of the Work. 
36. Defendants acts as alleged herein, and the ongoing direct results of those acts, have 
caused and will continue to cause irreparable harm to JFP in an amount JFP cannot ascertain, 
leaving JFP with no adequate remedy at law. Unless Defendants are preliminarily and 
permanently enjoined from further infringement of the Work, JFP will be irreparably harmed, 
and JFP is thus entitled to preliminary and permanent injunctive relief against further 
infringement by Defendants of the Work, pursuant to 17 U.S.c. §502. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
JFP requests that this COl1lt grant JFP's claim for relief herein as follows: 
1. Preliminarily and permanently enjoin and restrain Defendants from directly or indirectly 
infringing the Work by reproducing the Work, preparing derivative works based on the Work, 
distributing the Work to the public, andlor displaying the Work, or ordering, directing, 
participating in, or assisting in any such activity; 
2. Direct Defendants to preserve, retain, and deliver to JFP in hard copies or electronic 
copies of: 
a. All evidence and documentation relating in any way to Defendant's use of the 
Work, in any form, including, without limitation, all such evidence and documentation and 
history of revisions relating to Ebay Guides references in paragraph 21, and the distribution of 
any portion of the Work through Ebay's AdContext program; 
b. All evidence and documentation relating to the names and addresses (whether 
electronic mail addresses or otherwise) of any person with whom MBW or Ebay has 
communicated regarding their use of the Work; and 
c. All financial evidence and documentation relating to Defendants' use of the 
Work, including revenues or expenditures associated with linking to the Work fi-om third-party 
affiliates through Ebay's AdContext program; 
3. Award JFP the actual damages and profits for the infringement of the Work, pursuant to 
17 U.S.C. §504(b) or, alternatively, award JFP statutory damages allowed by 17 U.S.C. §504(c) 
up to the maximum amount of $150,000.00 as to each act of infringement by Defendants, or such 
amount as may be proper under the statute; 
4. Award JFP all of its attomey fees and costs as allowed by 17 U.S.C. §505; 
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5. Award JFP pre-and post-judgment interest in accordance with applicable law; and 
6. Award JFP such other relief as this Court deems appropriate. 
Respectfully submitted, 
PARAMOUNT LAW 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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Furniture Facts © is published 
in the interest of the 
Furniture Industry by 
J. Frankin, Publishers, Inc. 
Furniture Facts .... The 21 st Century Edition 
28th Edition, Copyright, 1999; Second Impression, 2003; 
Third Impression, 2005; Fourth Impression, 2007. 
ISBN#O-9616736-6-4 
Furniture Facts© 28th Edition, 
Library of Congress Catalog Card Number: 99 075825 
Printed in U. S. A. 
Distributed exclusively by: 
Selling Retail InternationaFM Inc. 
1-800-444-6141 
All Rights Reserved underthe international Copyright laws. Contents 
may not be reprinted or duplicated in any way, except for brief 
quotations in reviews and as a citation of authority without the written 
permission of the copyright owners: Contact J. Franklin Publishers, 
Inc., P.O. Box 14057, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74159. Fax (918) 742-8509. 
The editors af Furniture Facts urge manufacturers to send pictures 
and descriptions) philosophy of design, introductions and innovations 
for review and possible inclusion in the next printing 01 Furniture 
Facts©. The manufacturers I wares s!70wn in this printing of Furniture 
Facts© are not paid advertisements, but selected as representative of 
industry trends in the spirit of tl7e best interest of furniture industry. 
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FURNITURE FACTS© : FU RNITURE & DESIGN TERMS & DEFINITIONS 
DICTIONA RY OF FURNITURE TERMS 
This dictionary alphabetically arranged for easy reference, names and describes popular Iurniture 
terms in use from medieval to modern times. In some cases, the word or phrase has virtually 
passed out of use but it is still listed for reasons of historical interest. Cross references are noted 
for related terms listed under varying names. 
A 
ACANTHUS lEAF: Popular Greek decorative motif adapted from the acanthus plant. Found 
in almost all classic design, notably the capital of the Corinthian (olumn. 
ACORN TURNING: Knob, pendant or foot shaped like an acorn. Popular in Jacobean period. 
ADELPHI (Greek brother): Trademark of the three brothers Adam 18th century furniture 
designers. 
ALMERY: A cupboard for doles of pensioners, family retainers. 
AMBULANTES: A small portable table. 
AMORINI: Cupid ornaments on Italian Renaissance furniture. 
ANGE BE : A bed with a canopy but no front support. 
ANTHEM ION: Conventionalized honeysuckle design from a classic Greek decorative motif. 
(Any conventional flower or leaf design.) 
APRON: Strip of wood adjoining the base of cabinets, seats and table tops extending between 
tops of legs or bracket feet. ~; 
ARABESQUE: Decorative scroll work or other rather intricate ornament employing foliage, 
vases, leaves and fruits, or fantastic animal and human figures. Arabesque won its highest triumph 
in the Loggia of the Vatican. 
ARCADE: A series of arches, with supporting columns or piers. 
ARCHliRAV : In a classical building, the beam resting directly on the tops of the columns. 
ARMG~RE: A large movable cupboard or wardrobe, with doors and shelves for storing ciothes 
(or other large items). Also called wardrobes. 
ASTRAGAl: A small convex beaded molding usually placed at the junction of a pair of doors. 
B 
BAGUETTE: A small, convex molding with semicircular contours. 
GAG i ABlE: Eighteenth century ser/ing table with drawers and a cloth bag attached. 
BAil: Half-loop metal pull, hangi ng from metal bolts. first used in America about 1700. 
BALLOON BACK: Chair style developed by Hepplewhite early in his career. 
158 
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FURNITURE FACTS©: FURNITURE Zit DESIGN TERMS & DEFINITIONS 
BAL OOT: End of a turned leg, shaped round and with a hooded effect. 
BA USTER: A turned, supporting column, generally slender, used as a pillar. 
BANDING: Inlay or marquetry which produces a color or grain contrasting with the surface it 
decorates. 
BANDY LEG: American colonial term for the cabriole, or curved leg. 
BANISTER-BACK CHAIR: Generally maple, often ebonized with vertical split-banisters in 
the back. Widely used in rural Ame rica from 1700 until the end of the century. 
B~NQUETTE: An upholstered bench or settee. Also the ledge at the back of a buffet. 
BAROQUE: (Italian equivalent of French rococo.) Irregularly shaped, overly fantastic design. 
Used as a general term to denote a style of furniture common in the early 18th century. The word 
comes from a 15th century Italian architect who was called Barrochio. 
BARREL CHAIR: A chair shaped like rustic chairs which were originally made from half of a 
wine barrel. The back is usually upholstered in vertical ribs. Seat has loose cushion. 
BAS-RELIEF: Sculpture or carving whose figures project only slightly from the background. 
BEAD: A small, convex molding of a nearly semicircular section. 
BEAU BRUMMEL: Georgian dressing table for men, named after an English fashion arbiter. 
BEDSIDE CHEST: A small bed-high chest with drawers. 
BELL LOWER: Convention~Jized hanging flower-bud of three, sometimes five, petals carved 
or, more often inlaid one below the other in strings. Used down the legs of a table, chair or 
sometimes a chair splat. 
BERGE E: Comfortable French arm chair with upholstered back and sides and squab cushions. 
Popular in Louis XIV and Louis XV periods. 
BIBLIOTHEQUE-BASSE: A low cupboard fitted with shelves for books and ~oors often of 
glass but sometimes fitted with grilles. 
BIRD'S-EYE: A marking of small spots often found in the wood of the sugar maple. Used and 
much prized from the earliest to present times. 
BLANKET CHEST: Colonial storage chest often used as a bench. 
BLOCK FOOT: Square, vertical foot at base of any straight, untapered leg. 
BLOCK FRONT: A chest composed of a concave center panel flanked by two convex panels. 
BOISERIE: Carved panels used on French pieces of the 17th century. 
BOMBE: (french) An outward swe lling. Applies to commodes, bureaus, armoires. 
BONHEUR-DU-JOUR: A small writing table usually on tall legs and sometimes fitted to hold 
toilet accessories and bibelots. 
BONNET TOP: When the broken-arch pediment of tall case-furniture covers the entire top 
from front to back, this hood i ~ called a bonnet top. 
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FURNITURE FACTS© : F URNITURE & DESIGN TERMS & DEFINITIONS 
BOSS: A circular or oval protuberance for a surface ornament. It also applies to work in relief. 
BOSTON ROC ER: An American rocker (19th century) with curved seat, spindle back, and 
a wide top rail. 
BOULLE: Celebrated designer of the Louis XIV period noted for his inlay of metals and tortoise 
shell. "BoulieworkJ1 is a descriptive phrase. 
BOWBACI<: One of the types of Windsor chairs popular in America in the 18th century. 
BOWFRONT: A front that curves outward to appear convex. 
BOYS~ND CROWNS: An old term for a type of carved ornament on the cresting of chairs, 
daybeds, etc. 
BRACKET FOOT: Low foot on case goods. Runs both ways from corner, forming a right angle. 
BREAK FRONT: A bookcase or china cabinet made of three sections, the center one projecting 
forward beyond the two end sections. In bookcases, the lower part of the center section sometimes 
has a desk. 
BREWSTER CHAIR: Wooden chair with large turned posts and spindles. First made in 
American colo nies and named for Governor Brewster of Massachusetts. 
BUFFET: The French definition of the word is "a sideboard J a place for keeping dishes." Today, 
more often the chest which supports a china cabinet of the same width. 
BUN FOOT: A flattened ball, or bun shape, wrth a slender ankle above. Popular in William and 
Mary period. 
BUREAU: The French word (from the Latin, burras, red) originally designated as a red cloth 
covering for writing desks. later the desk itself. In America the name designates the commonly 
known "dresser." 
BURJA : A large upholstered arm chair made by Thomas Chippendale. 
BURL: A tree knot or protruding growth which shows beautifully patterned grainings when 
sliced. Used for inlay orveneer. 
BUTTERFLY TABLE: Small fo ld ing table with splayed legs, generally turned. The top has 
wing brackets underneath to support drop-leaf wings on either side. 
BYlANTINE CHAIR: A three cornered chair originated in the Orient and later used in Italy. 
C 
CABINE : Originally a glass fro nted cabinet intended for the display of objets d'art. 
CABLE: A mo ld ing design resembling intertwined rope. 
CABOCHON: A gem-shaped ornament of convex, hemispherical form. 
CABRIOLE: A type of leg which swells outward at the knee and inward at the ankle. 
CAMELBACK: A sofa back of irregular, curved shape characterized by a large central hump. 
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FURNITURE FACTS©: FURNITURE & DESIGN TERMS & DEFINITIONS 
This design was often used by Chippendale and Hepplewhite. 
CANAPE: A sofa or divan, usually associated with the Louis XV design period. 
CANDlESTAND: A small (usually pedestal) and lightweight table with a round top built to 
chair he ight. Once used as a portable surface for candles. 
CANE CHAIR: First produced in England. It was very popular because it was cheap, light and 
durable. It was first used in Ame rica in about 1690. (See Section II.) 
CANOPY: A covering, attached to tops of bed posts, consisting of a wood frame covered with 
fabric. 
CANTED: Sloping at an angle. 
CA TERBURY: A portable magazine rack named after the Bishop of England. 
CANTONNIERE: A bed hanging used in France from the middle of the 16th century. It hung 
outside the bed curtains to prevent drafts. 
CAPITAL: The top part of a column. 
CAPPING: A turned ornament used to make furniture more. decorative. 
CARLTON TABLE: An 18th century writing table with an adjustable top. 
CARTONNIER: A piece of furniture which took various forms. It usually stood at one end of 
a writing table to hold papers. 
CARTOUCHE: An elliptical tablet or scroll containing the name of a king, queen, or deity. Also 
a scu!pture or back ornament in the form of an unrolled scroll. 
CARVER CHAIR: Modern term for a 17th century "Dutch" type arm chair made of turned post 
and spindles. 
CARYATID: The top member of a pedestal or leg, used as a support, in the form of the human 
figure co nventionalized. 
CASEGOODS: Pieces made largely, but not necessarily wholly, of wood and having certain 
storage facilities. 
CASSAPA CA: A wooden bench with a built-in chest under the seat. 
CAST IRON FURNITURE: Very popular throughout the 19th century in varying forms from 
garden furniture and plant stands, to umbrella racks and doorstops. The cast iron bed was 
ma Ilufactured into the 20th cerl~ury and remains popular today. (See Section II.) 
CAU EUSE: A small settee popular in early French furniture. 
CEDAR CHEST: A rectangula r storage chest with hinged lid and made of solid cedar or cedar 
veneer surfaces to prevent moths invasion of woolens. Also, a bride's hope chest in 20th century. 
Still very popular. 
CELLARE : A case on legs or a stand for wine bottles. 
CERTOSINA: Ivory inlay, of Italian origin, no longer in wide usage. 
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F U RNITU R E FACTS©: F URNITURE &. DESIGN TERMS &. DEFINITIONS 
CHAISE lOUNGE: A French "long chair." A double chair. Also referred to as a "fainting 
couch," it is often used in bedrooms. 
CHAMFER: A beveled, angled cutting away of the top portion of any edge. 
CHANNEll G: A grooved or fu rrowed effect in wood. 
CHASED: A metal surface ornamented by embossing, engraving, or carving. 
CHESTER IELD: Applied to fu rniture, it denoted a type of sofa. This is a common term in 
England and Canad a. 
CHESI-ON-CHEST: A highboy made by placing a small chest of drawers on a large one. 
CHEVAL GLASS/M IRROR: A fu ll-length mirror mounted on swivels in a frame capable of 
being locked in various positiom. Traditionally cheval mirrors had candle holders mounted on 
each side and were used in dressing rooms. 
CHEVRON: A V-shaped ornament borrowed from military lexicon. 
CHIFFONI ER: A french word denoting a lady's work table, derived from chiffons, meaning 
rags. It is al so used to designate a highboy. 
CHINA CABINET: Seldom found in America before 1790. A "bookcase" used for displaying 
china. In ea r~ examples, the lower portion is often a shallow cupboard on legs or a buffet. Today, 
china cabinets usually have glass fronts. 
CHINOISERIE: Painted or lacque red Chinese designs in furniture. 
CINQUEFOIL: five petaled design. 
CLAW AND BALL: Foot of carved animal or bird claw clutching a ball, generally terminating 
a cabriole leg. 
COAT OF ARMS: Heraldic insignia, as on a family escutcheon. 
COFFEE TABLE: long, low table used in front of a sofa. 
COFFER: A chest or box covered in leather or ~ome other material and banded with metalwork. 
COLONNADE: A range of columns connected by a horizontal entablature, or cornice, at top. 
COMMODE: A chest with doors. 
CONNECTICUT CHEST: Low che st, on legs, usually containing a double set of drawers. 
CONSOLE: A table, usually small, having curved or otherwise ornamented supports. 
CORBEL: A piece of stone, wood, etc. projecting from a wall, to support a cornice, arch, etc. 
CORNICE: The top or finishing molding of a column or piece of furniture. (Also see Window 
Treatment - Section V.) 
CORNER CUPBOARD: Triangular cupboard made to fit into a corner. It is usually a dining 
room china cabinet but may also be a curio cabinet for any room. 
CORN UCOPIA: The horn of plenty, symbolizing peace and plenty, used as design motif. 
COTTAGE FURNiTURE: A term used in the Victorian period for mass produced simplified 
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FURNITURE FACTS© : FURNITURE & DESIGN TERMS & DEFINITIONS 
.1, .-,~ 
~ forms, frequently painted with decorative designs; often ornamented with spool turnings. 
jJ ~ "~ 
........- COUCH: A 17th and 18th century term for daybed. Not used as a term for sofa or settee until 
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recent times. 
COU T CUPBOARD: A small cupboard used for storing silver, china, or other precious goods. 
COVER: The external fabric of an upholstered piece. 
CREDENCE: An early Italian cabinet used for carving meats or displaying plates. It was the 
forerunner of the sideboard. 
CREDENZA: A sideboard or buffet with drawers or doors. 
CRESTING: Shaped and sometimes perforated ornament on the top of a structure, as in the 
cresting of a chair. 
CROFT: A small filing cabinet of the late 18th century, it had many small drawers and a writing 
su rface. 
CROSS STRETCHER: X-shaped stretcher in straight or curved lines. Found on tables, a few 
chairs and in America on highboys and lowboys. 
CUPID'S BOW: A term used to describe the typical top rail of a Chippendale chair back which 
curves up at the ends and dips slightly in the center. 
CURUlE LEGS: X-shaped legs used on a folding chair with no back. 
CYMA CURVE: A curved molding with a reversed curve as its profile. 
D 
DAVE NPORT: An upholsterer in Boston, named Davenport, made such handsome and 
luxurious overstuffed couches that people began to speak of these couches as "Davenports." This 
word has been replaced by the word sofa. 
DAVENTRY: A small chest of drawers with a sloping top for writing. 
DENTILS: A classic, decorated design consisting of rectangular blocks with spaces between. 
DIAPER-WORK: Surface decoration consisting of a system of reticulations each of which 
contains an ornamental unit, as a flower or leaf. 
DISC FOOT: A flat, disc-shaped foot used on tables or chairs. 
DOLP HI : One of the heraldic fishes represented as either embowed, counter embowed or 
extended. Symbolic of love and diligence. 
DOVER CHEST: Early American hope chest, usually made of maple, oak . 
DOWEl: Headless pin, usual~ made of wood, used in the construction of furniture. (See Sec. II.) 
DOWRY CHEST: Made to sto re the trousseau of a prospective bride. American examples 
include the Hadley chest, the Connecticut chest, the painted Pennsylvania-German chest, the Lane 
Company cedar chest. 
\ 
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F UR NITURE FACTS©: FU RNIT URE 0.. DESIGN TERMS 0.. DEFINITIONS 
DRAUGHT CHAIR: Early English equivalent of a wing chair. 
DRESSER: A species of a sideboa rd. Also for the service of food or the storage of dishes. The 
term used today indicates a chest for the storage of cosmetics or clothing. 
DROP FRONT: Hinged front of desk which lowers to form a level writing surface. 
DROP LEAF: Table built with hinged extension leaves which lower when not in use. 
DROP SEAT: A-concave seat the middle and front of which are lower than the side. 
DRUM TABLE: Circular top table on a tripod base with a deep skirt that may contain drawers. 
DUMB-=-WAITER: A dining room stand with normally three circular trays increasing in size 
toward the bottom. Also, a pulley type elevator that brought food up from the basement kitchen 
to the first floor dining room. 
DUSTBOARD: Horizontal board placed between drawers of a commode or similar piece to 
exclude dust. 
DUTCH DRESSER: A cabinet with open shelves on upper portion, drawers or cupboard below. 
DUCK FOOT: Webbed foot attached to a table leg which curves outward. 
DUTCH FOOT: A simple pad used as the foot on cabriole legs. Sometimes confused with a 
duck foot. 
E 
EBENISTE: An ordinary French te rm for a cabinet maker. 
EBONIZE: To stain wood to look like ebony. 
ECLECTIC: Word coined last half of the 20th century; infers artful mixture of decorating styles. 
EGG AND DART: A classic design, consisting of alternating eggs and darts, used mostly in 
cornices. 
ENCARPA: A festoon of fruit and flowers commonly used to decorate friezes, other flat spaces. 
ENDIVE: A carved leaf design following the lines of the endive plant. 
ESCRITOIRE: A writing desk containing, with other drawer compartments and pigeon holes, 
one or more secret ones. The English word "secretary" was derived from this. 
ESCUTCHEON: Name applied to a shield upon which a coat of arms or other devices are 
emblazoned. 
ETAGERE: Original~ a small wo rk table consisting of shelves or tray sets one above the other. 
More recently, an open shelf for what-nots. May be of varying heights. 
EVOLUTe: Recurrent wave motif for a band, frieze or cornice. 
F 
FAN PAlTER : Description of the back of a chair when fitted with ribs somewhat resembling 
the stalks of a half-open fan. 
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FARTHINGALE CHAIR: An armless upholstered chair for ladies wearing enormous skirts of 
early Stuart era. 
FAUTEUI : A French arm chair which, unlike the Bergere, has open spaces between the arms 
and seat. 
FESTOON: A garland or length of foliage, flowers or branches entwined or bound together, 
usually hanging in a curve between two points. 
FI DDLE-BACK: A chair splat shaped in manner of the violin's contour. 
FI_lIGREE: Interlaced wirework decoration of scrolls and arabesques. 
FiNIAL: A decorative finishing device, usually foliated, for the terminals of projecting uprights. 
FIRE SCREEN: First made to give protection from the intense heat of large open fires. Two 
kinds were made. The Pole screen with the screen on a tripod base and the Horse or Cheval screen 
which consisted of two uprights, each on two legs, enclosing a panel. 
FLAMBEAU: A carved decoration in the shape of a flaming torch. 
FLEMISH SCROLL: A baroque form with the curve broken by an angle. 
FLEUR-DE-LIS: A French emblem in the form of a conventionalized floral design. 
FLUTING: A grooving on any horizontal or perpendicular surface. 
FLYING DISK: A flat disk with two outspread wings. A prominent Egyptian motif. 
FLY RAIL: A folding bracket supporting a drop leaf in a table . 
FOIL: A Gothic term denoting the intersection point of the junction of circular areas, as in trefoil. 
FOLIATED: Decorated with leaf designs of an intricate pattern. 
FRET: A kind of Greek ornament formed of bands or fillets variously combined. A piece of 
perforated ornamental work. 
FRIEZE: In architecture, the entablature between the architrave and cornice. The term is 
applied to the broad border which sometimes runs around the top of a room between wallpaper 
and cornice. 
FOUR POSTER: A colonial bed with posts extended upward, mayor may not hold a canopy. 
FRENCH BED: A bed in which the ends roll outward. It has no posts. 
FUNCTIONALISM: Furniture design based on use rather than on ornamentation alone. 
G 
GADROON: A carved molding of olive or ruffle form used in the edges of table tops and chairs. 
GAR OYlE: A grotesque carved figure, or head, which originally carried rainwater from the 
gutters. 
GARLAND: An architectural ornament representing foliage, flowers or fruits plaited and tied 
together with ribbons . 
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GATElEG TABLE: A table where the folding leaf is upheld by a leg swinging out like a gate. 
A development of the jacobean period, it was popular in Colonial America. 
GEOMETRIC PANELS: Forming or consisting of regular lines, curves and angles. 
GESSO: A bas-relief decoration, made out of plaster, which, arter hardening is painted or gilded. 
GI RONDOlE: A round, convex mirror used as a wall ornament. 
G STONBURY CHAIR: An X-fra med, ecclesiastical Gothic seat with sloping paneled back. 
Arms had a drooping curve in which a priest's vestments rested. 
Gl VfH: A short, vertical groove or channel. It was common in Doric architecture. 
GOBElIN: Name of a French tapestry and the Parisian factory which produced it. 
GRIFFIN: A chimerical beast employed in decoration in early Georgian. 
GRillE: Metal lattice work used in a great many 18th century bookcases. 
GUERIDON: A small table, or tabouret, with round top for holding candles or small articles. 
GUlllOCHE: An ornament fo rmed by two or more intertwining bands or interlacing figure 
"8's" freque ntly enclosing rosettes or other details. 
H 
HADLEY CHEST: A colonial chest with a drawer. Sometimes used as a hope or dowry chest. 
HANDKERCHIEF TABLE: A si ngle leaf table with leaf and top triangular in shape. Closed, 
the table fits in a corner, opened, it is a small square. 
HASSOCK: Large upholstered cushion used as ottoman. Circular or square. 
HIGHBOY: A high chest of drawers, deriving its name from haut bois, which in French means 
"high wood." 
HIGH REL EF: This term refers to deep carving of any plane surface of any mater.ial. 
HITCHCOCK CHAIR: American chair, 1820-1850, made with oval top rail and cane seat. 
Named for designer, Lambert Hit(hcoc~ 
HOOD: A shaped top on cabinet work. It usually overhangs the vertical lines. 
HOPE CHEST: Colloquial American term widely used for dowry chest. 
HUSKS: Ornamentation of flowers or foliage usually used in pendant manner. 
HUTCH: Enclosed structure, often raised on uprights, or an enclosed structure of more than one 
ti~r. 
IMBRICATIONS: Ornaments which take the form of fishes' scales or the segmented edge of 
ti les that overlap. 
IN J: A design of contrasting woods, ivory, or other materials, set into a surface. (See Sec. II.) 
INTAGLIO: A design or illustration made by cutting into the surface of the material. 
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INTARSIA: An Italian type of decoration, similar to marquetry where a design is sunk into an 
entire surface. (See Section II.) 
IONIC: Designating or of a Greek style of architecture characterized by ornamental scrolls on 
the capitals. 
J 
JAPAN ING: European and American version of Oriental lacquering often substituting paint 
for the layers of varnish. 
~.JEWELLlNG: Ornamental carving in the shape of jewels. It was common during the 
Renaissance. 
K 
KAS: An early American cabinet, of Dutch origin, made with painted or paneled wood. 
KIDN EY DESK: A desk or a table with curved front and a top shaped like a kidney bean. 
KLiSMOS: A Greek chair design featuring a concave back and legs. 
K 08 TURNING: A turning resembling a series of knobs or bosses. 
KD (KNOCKED DOWN): Applied to pieces shipped unassembled or only partially 
assembled. 
L 
LACCHE: The word lacche is used in Italian to cover all painted decoration applied to furniture 
whe her or not it has the hard glass of Oriental lacquer. 
LADDER-BACK: A chair -back in which horizontal cross-rails, used instead of a splat, give a 
ladder effect. 
LAMBR EQUI N: A short piece of hanging drapery, often imitated in metal or wood for 
decorative purposes. 
LATTICE: An openwork wood decoration in a crisscross diagonal or square pattern. 
LAURELLING: A decorative feature using the laurel leaf motif as its basis. 
lAZY SUSAN: A revolving tray or stand of wood or metal. 
LlNENFOlD PANEL: A design for a panel consisting of a combination of straight mOldings 
in the shape of folds of linen. 
LI NTERS: Short cotton fibers clinging to cotton seed after it has been ginned. Used for early 
mattress fill ing. 
l OTUS: The conventionalized Egyptian water lily as found in classic ornamentation. 
LOVE SEAT: A small sofa or sleeper sofa designed to accommodate two persons. 
LOWBOY: A table with drawers and in most cases, relatively short legs. 
LOW ELlEF: This term refers to shallow carving of any plane surface of any material. 
LOl GE: A diamond-shaped decorative panel. It was the Middle English word for stone. 
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LUNErrE: An ornament or mural decoration shaped like a half moon. 
LYRE: A stringed instrument of the harp class. Its form was used as a decorative motif by 
Duncan Phyfe and others. 
M 
MARLBOROUGH LEGS: A heavy, straight leg used by Thomas Chippendale and others. 
MARQUETRY: Inlay work. Decorations formed by patterns of woods, metals, ivory or tortoise 
shell sunk into the surfaces of furniture. (See Section II.) 
MEDALLIO : A decorative plaque made of wood or metal. 
MELON-BULB: jargon and comparatively modern term for the swollen member on legs or 
posts of furn itu re. 
MENUISIER: The term corresponds roughly to the English carpenter or joiner. 
MIRROR STA D: An adjustable mirror mounted on a shaft and tripod base, resembling a 
pole-screen; popular at the end of the 18th century. 
MODILlION: An enriched block, or horizontal bracket, used in series under a Corinthian or 
composite cornice and sometimes, with less ornament, under an Ionic order. 
MOLDING: Ornamented or shaped strips, either sunk into or projecting from a surface. Used 
mostly for deco ration. 
MORRIS CHAIR: A large, easy chair with arms usually extending 
beyond the back and adjustable beyond the back and adjustable to 
various angles. It was named for its inventor, William Morris. 
MOTHER-Of-PEARL: Inlay of nacreous shell slices, often used 
on early 19th ce ntury American fancy chairs, tables, mirrors, etc. 
MOTIF: A dominant feature or theme in artistry or craftsmanship. 
N 
NESTED TABLES: Three or four identical lightweight tables sized from small to largest, each 
one nesting under the next. 
NIELLO: The art of decorating metal plates by incising designs on them and filling incised lines 
with alloy. 
NULLING: A projecting detail of a carved ornament, similar to gadrooning. 
o 
OBJET D'ART: A small object of artistic value. 
OCCASIONAL TABLE: A term applied loosely to any small table. 
OGEE: A compound curve, the directio ns of which are opposite to those of the Cyma curve. 
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ON LAY: Ornament applied to the surfaces of woods or other kinds of material. 
OPEN STOCK: Individual pieces which can be sold separately or grouped (correlated) to form 
sets to the buyer's taste. 
ORMOLU: A metal resembling gold. Used as mounts and decorative effects on furniture. 
OTIOMAN: Low upholstered seat, without arms or back, used as a footstool. 
OVOlO: A continuous ornament in the form of an egg which generally decorates the molding 
called "quarter-round." Eggs are often separated from one another by pointed darts. 
OXBOW, OXBOW FRONT: The reverse serpentine curve, somewhat resembling the curve 
of an oxbow. Often used in the finest 18th century New England case furniture such as chests of 
drawers, secretaries, etc. 
P 
PALMETIE: A carved or painted ornament resembling a palm leaf; an anthemion. 
PAPI ER HACHE: Molded paper pulp used for many small articles and particularly suitable 
fo r japanning and polishing. 
PARQUETRY: Furniture inlaid with a geometrical cube design in the manner of a parquet floor. 
PATERA: A dish like ornament often worked in bas-relief on a frieze. 
PATINA: A surface texture produced by age, wear or rubbing. 
PEDESTAL TABLE: A table on a round center support. 
PEDIMENT: The space or structure above a cornice. The classic pediment, seen in the 
conventional Greek temple, was triangular in shape. It is found on the tops of secretaries and 
grandfather's docks, usua lly as a "broken pediment." 
PEMBROKE TABLE: A long square-sided table with oval or square ends, the leaves at the 
side of which drop almost to the floor. Named for lady Pembroke. 
PE DAHl: A hanging ornament, usually in a matched or parallel series. 
PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH: The name applies to German settlers in Pennsylvania. Their 
furniture is distinctive since their cabinet makers worked in soft woods, which they painted and 
often decorated with floral patterns and other motifs from the vocabulary of peasant design. 
E CRUST TABLE: A table so named because the edge is finished off in a series of 
serpentines or curves, as (oo ks crimp the edges of a pie. 
PIER GLASS: large, window-height mirror suspended above a table between two windows. 
PILASTER: Flat column superimposed on any plain surface to serve as a support for a cornice 
or a pediment. 
PINEAPPLE: Carved pineapple-shaped ornament found frequently in early 19th century 
American bed posts. 
PINNACLE: A carved ornament at the top or crest of a piece of furniture. 
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PLAQUE: A flat, thin ornament, usua lly made of metal or porcelain and inserted into wood. 
PLINTH: Sq uare or octagonal bas€ of a chest or other column, solid to the floor. Primarily, a 
stand for a plant, sculpture, or other 3-dimensional item. 
POPPY-HEAD: Decorative finial of a bench or desk end as in ecclesiastical woodwork. 
PORTIERE: A curtain hung in a doorway. 
POU DRESSE: Small table with mirrored lid covering space for cosmetics. 
PRESS: Broadly, a tall, enclosed, and doored structure comparable to a wardrobe. 
PRIE!!'DIEU CHAI R: A high-backed chair of Italian origin with a narrow shelf, rail or pad 
upon which the user may rest his arms while kneeling in the seat. 
PULL-UP CHAIR: A term for a small light arm chair. Sometimes called an "occasional chair." 
Q 
QUATREFOil: An ornamental figure, foliation, perforation or panel divided by cusps, or 
featherings, into four foils, leaves or lobes. 
QUIRK: A narrow groove channel molding sometimes called a sunken fillet. 
R 
RAIL: The horizontal piece in framing or paneling. In a chair back the top member supported 
on the stiles. 
RAKE: The angle or slant of a chair back or of a non-vertical table leg. 
RECLI NING CHAI R: An upholstered chair or rocker that reclines. 
REEDING: The reverse of fluting. A decoration consisting of parallel lines formed by beaded 
mountings projecting from the surface. Sheraton, Adam and Phyfe used it. 
REFECTORY TABLE: A long, narrow table originally used in dining rooms of religious orders. 
It was later shortened in length and provided with underleaves. 
RELIEF: Any ornamentation raised above the surface or background. 
RESTORATIO : A proper renewal of a piece by a candid replacement of hopelessly damaged 
or missing parts. 
RIBBAND-BACK: A chair with an entwined ribbon motif ornament. 
RINCEAU: A classic ornamental device composed of intertwining stalks of acanthus or other 
foliage. 
RISI NG SUN: When a fan-shaped ornament is carved half-circle and the resulting spray of 
stalks suggest sun rays. 
ROCOCO: A sty~ of decoration distinguished by a profusion of meaningless, but often delicately 
executed, ornaments in imitation of rock work, shells, foliage and massed scrolls. 
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ROLL· TOP DESK: Similar to a cylinder-top desk but the writing table and fittings are 
enclosed by a curved slatted panel. 
ROMAN ESQUE: Decorative scroll work or other intricate ornamentation derived from 
triangles, circles and other geometric figures. It sprang from the round arch and general 
massiveness of Romance architecture and reached its highest form in the 12th century. 
ROMAYNE: Renaissance ornamentation featured by human heads on medallions. 
ROSmE: An ornament resembling the rose. A painted or sculptured architectural ornament 
~ - with parts circularly arranged like rows of leaves in a circle around a bud. 
ROUNDABOUT CHAIR: Corner chair with triangle front and usually a circular back. 
ROUNDEl: Circular ornament enclosing sundry formal devices on medieval and later woodwork. 
RUNN ER: The curved rocker of a rocking chair, once made solely of wood but now largely of 
metal. 
RUSH SEAT: A seat woven of rushes. Used in America from the earliest times, generally with 
simple furniture. (See "Wicke r. Cane. Willow." - Section 11.) -
S 
SABRE LEG: A term used to describe a sharply curving leg in the classical style which has also 
been called scroll shaped. It is generally reeded. 
SADDLE SEAT: A chair seat hollowed out to resemble a saddle. 
SALTIRE: A straight, X-shaped stretcher used on chairs or tables. 
SAWBUCK TABLE: A table with an X-shaped frame either plain or scrolled. 
SCALLOP: A carved ornament in the shape of a shell used widely on rococo pieces. 
SCONCE: A general name for a wall-light consisting of a backplate and either a tray or 
branched candle-holders. Usually metal. 
SCOOP SEAT: A chair with a-seat which has been hollowed or formed to fit the body. 
SCROLL: A spiral or convoluted line used for ornamentation. 
SCROl l FOOT: A foot in the form of a spiral line; not fully articulated with part above it. 
SECRETARY: A drop front desk, often with book shelves above and drawers below. 
SEGMENTAL: A less than semicircular, unbroken pediment with an abruptly ending curve. 
SEIGNORIAL CHAIR: An imposing high back seat for the master of a house. 
SE RPE TINE FRONT: Front of a commode, desk or bureau shaped in a waving curve. 
SERRATED: A saw tooth or zigzag ornament that is one form of a notched dentil. 
SERVING TABLE: A long, narrow table with drawers for silver, napery and crystal. 
SETTEE: A long ornately carved 17th century seat or bench with a high back and often with 
arms. Today, usually length of a love seat. 
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SETTLE: Colonial all wood bench or settee with solid arms. The pilgrims brought it from England. 
SHAKER FURNITU RE: This furnitu re, while provincial, is of such sheer simplicity, so pure 
in line, so lean and functional in form, so well proportioned and soundly constructed, that it is 
much prized today. Made by the early 19th century Shakers, it is usually in pine, maple, walnut 
or fruitwoods. 
SH IELD BACK: A chair back shaped like a shield. 
SIDEBOARD: A dining room piece, with a long flat top and a superstructure, equipped with 
drawers; 
SKIRT: A wood or fabric flounce at bottom of a furniture piece. 
SLANT-FRONT DESK: A frame or chest of drawers with a top section as an enclosed desk 
for writing, the hinged lid sloping at a 45 -degree angle when closed. 
SLAT B CK: Type of back, used in early American chairs and settees, composed of horizontal 
slats attached to back parts. 
SLEEPY HOLLOW CHAIR: large upholstered chair with hollowed seat, high back and solid 
low arms. 
SLIP-SEAT: A removable upholstered seat for a chair, used especially in dining and light pull-
up chairs. 
SOFA: The sofa was first introduced into Italy in the late 11th century. In fact, many Italian and 
early French sofas resembled a row of chairs joined together. long sofas with carved wooded 
backs, and usua lly rush seats, were popular in the 18th century. 
SOFA TABLE: A small, narrow, rectangular table with two front drawers in the apron and 
hinged leaves at each end. First made in America about 1800. More recently, a narrow table to 
be placed alongside the back of sofa. 
SPADE FOOT: A rectangularly shaped tapered foot resembling a spade. 
SPANDREL: An arch form bou nd ed by a horizontal and vertical frame such as was used by 
Sheraton in some chair backs. 
SPINDLE: A slender turned baluster, often tapered or molded. 
SPINET DESK: A writing desk designed after a small musical instrument of the colonial period. 
When the instrument wore out, the keyboard was removed and the cabinet used as a writing desk, 
for which the recessed space, formerly housing the keys, was happily adapted. 
SPIRAL LEG: A leg carved in the shape of a rope twist or a spiral. 
SPIRAL TU NING: A column twisted like strands or filaments of rope. 
SPIRAL WAVE: A series of turning, wavelike scrolls used as decoration. 
SPLAT: The central member of a chai r back, also called a "splad." (See chair parts - Sec. II.) 
SP LAYED: A pitched spread or slant; a surface canted outward, beveled or angled. 
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SPLINT SEAT: A seat made of oak or hickory strips interlaced. Used in country furniture 
th rough the 18th century. 
SPOOL BEAD: A continuous turning having the form of a series of connected beads. 
SPOON BACK: A chair back which is spooned or shaped to fit contours of human body. 
STAMPS: Various names and letters are often found stamped on French furniture made in the 
18th century or later. These stamps are a most important means of identifying the makers of 
individual pieces of furniture. 
STEP TABLE: A table resembling a one-step stair commonly used at the end of a sofa. The top 
shelf being shorter and higher. 
STRAPWORK: A narrow band folded, crossed, and sometimes interlaced. Also an ornament 
consisting of a narrow band in convolutions similar to those of a leather strap thrown at hazard. 
STRAW-WORK: A method of decorating furniture with tiny strips of bleached and colored 
straws to form landscapes, geometrical patterns, etc. in the 11th century. 
STRETCHER: The underbracing of chairs and tables taking and "H" or "X" form. 
ST IPPING: Removing the old surface or finish from a piece of lurniture. 
SUITE: A complete set of matched furniture. 
SWAG: A festoon of flowe rs, fruit or draperies resembling a garland. 
SWING LEG: A hinged or fold ing leg used to support the drop leaf of a table. 
SWIVEL CHAIR: A chair which revolves on a stationary platform or on legs. 
T 
T-CUSHION: A "T" shaped back or seat cushion made to fit around arms of a chair, love seat, 
or sofa. 
TABOURETTE: A stool or small seat, usually without arms or back, used as a stand. 
TAMBOUR: A desk with a secretary (shelved) top and sliding panels replacing the grille. 
TA ER LEG: A leg which diminishes in thickness as it approaches the foot. 
TAVERN TABLE: Sturdy, rectangular table on four legs, usually braced with stretchers. Huch 
used in 18th century taverns. 
TESTER: Top framework of a high-post canopy or draped bed, of wood or fabric. 
THERM LEG: A square Of four cornered tapered leg used on chairs or tables. 
TIER TABLE: An occasional (usually pedestal based) table with 2 or 3 tiered round tops of 
graduated size. 
TILT-TOP: A small table, with the top hinged to a pedestal base permitting it to hang vertically 
when not in use. 
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TORCH ERE: A:;oor lamp designed to throw light upward. In early times, it was any stand that 
held a light. . 
TRAIL: Undulating bands of formalized leaf, berry or floral pattern. 
TREE-Of-LIFE: Carved tree or vine design with fruit and often birds or animals in foliage. 
TREFOIL: A three-leaved or three-cusped ornament usually contained within a circle. 
TRESPOLO: Elegant three-legged tables usually designed to stand against a wall. 
TRESTLE: A braced frame, forming the whole support for a table top. 
TRIPOD: A three legged stand for a pedestal table. Adam and Chippendale favored it. 
TRIPTYCH: A three part, hinged mirror or small screen inspired by alter pieces. 
TRIVET: A three legged stand or small table normally flanking a fireplace. It now often refers 
to a wall decoration or a heat-resistant stand for hot objects. 
TROMPE: d'oefl. A french phrase meaning "fool the eye". Usually a realistically painted 
surface which gives a three-dimensional effect. 
TRUMPEl LEG: A leg shaped like a trumpet and having its characteristic flared profile. 
TRU NDLE BED: A low bed of colonial days which, during the daytime, was rolled under a 
larger bed. Just as popular in 21st century. 
TUCKAWAY TABLE: A hinged leaf gate-leg table with cross legs which fold into each other 
as compactly as if tucked away. 
TUDOR ROSE: A decorative motif compounded of the White Rose and the Red Rose. 
TULI P: A design in the shape of a tulip, carved or painted on American furniture, especially 
Shaker. 
TURNI G: The shaping of legs or trim obtained by using a lathe. It is one of the most 
venerable wood working processes. 
U 
URN: A vase-shaped receptacle also used for ornament, especially on sideboards, or as finial of 
a broken pediment. 
UPRIGHTS: The outer vertical po sts of a chair. 
UPHOLSTER: To fit, as furniture, with coverings, padding, springs, etc. 
V 
VALANCE: A horizontal cross sectio n of draperies. 
VANITY: A low, dro p-center lad ies' dressing table with an attached mirror 
and drawers and matching pull-up hench. 
VARGUENO: A fall or drop front desk of Spanish origin popular in the 16th 
and 17th ce nturies. 
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VENEER: Thin sheets of v/ood applied to the surface for decorative effect or to improve the 
appearance of furniture. (Sel? Sect ion I!.) 
VIS-A-V S: A tete-a-tete chair in which two sitters face oppositely. 
VITRINE: A glass-front china cabinet used mostly to display fine pieces. 
VOLUT : A spiral, scroll- like ornament on Ionic and Corinthian capitals. 
W 
WAINSCOT CHAIR: An Elizabethan oak chair, the back of which is paneled like the 
wainscoti ng of a wall. These chairs are massive, ornately carved with strap work. 
WAS SANDS: Specially adapted for bedroom use after 1750. A cupboard or chest of 
drawers on four legs with a basin sunk in the top. 
WELSH CUPBOARD: A cabinet with large enclosed storage base and upper part of open 
shelves. 
WHAT-NOT: A portable stand with four uprights enclosing shelves, in use after about 1800 
for books, ornaments, etc. 
WHEAT: Carved ornamentations representing three ears of wheat. It was extensively used by 
Hepplewhite. 
WINDSOR CHAIR: A chair with a wooden or rush seat, pegged legs, and back of turned 
spindles. Backs may be fan, hoop or comb type. 
WING CH IR: An upholstered chair with a high back, stuffed arms, and wing shaped 
protectors at head level protruding from the back over the arms. Introduced in America before 
1725. 
X 
X-STRETCHER: A crossed st retcher at the bottom of a chair or table. 
X-CHAI : An ancient folding-tipe chair dating back to Egypt, Rome and the Middle Ages. 
y 
YORKSHIRE CHAIR: 17th century carved side chair native to Yorkshire, England. Of oak, 
with tu rned front legs and stretchers, it derived from the "wainscot chair." 
YORKSHIRE DRESSER: Dresser or cupboard, of oak or teal, with a low back. 
Z 
ZENANA: furniture reserved for the part of the house in which women and girls were secluded 
in ancient Persia. 
ZIG-ZAG: A molding with a se ries of frequent sharp turns from side to side. 
175 
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ACANTHUS LEAF Popular Greek decorati~ motif adapted from the acanthus 
plant. Found in almost all-classic design, notably the capital of the Corinthian 
column. 
ACORN TURNING Knob, pendant or foot shaped like an acorn, popular in the 
Jacobean period. 
ADELPHI (Greek brother) Trademark of the 18th century furniture designer brothers 
named 
AMORINI Cupid ornaments on Italian Renaissance furniture. 
ANTHEM ION Conventionalized honeysuckle design from a classic Greek 
decorative motif. (Any con~ntional flower or leaf design.) 
APRON Strip of wood adjoining the base of cabinets , seats and table tops 
extending between tops of legs or bracket feet. 
ARABESQUE Decorative scrollwork or other rather intricate ornament employing 
foliage, vases, leaves and fruits, or fantastic animal and human figures . Arabesque 
won its highest triumph in the Loggia of the Vatican. 
ARCADE A series of arches, with supporting columns or piers. 
ARCHITRA VE In a classical building, the beam resting directly on the tops of the 
columns. 
ARMO IRE A large movable cupboard or wardrobe, with doors and shelves for 
storing clothes or other large items. Also called wardrobes . 
ASTRAGAL A smail convex beaded molding usually placed at the junction of a 
piece of glass and a door. 
BAGUETTE A small , convex molding with se.n icircular contours. 
BAIL Half-loop metal pull, hanging from metal bolts. First used in America about 
1700. 
BALL FOOT End 0'( a turned leg, shaped round and with a hooded effect. 
BALLOON BACK Chair sty le developed by Hepp!evvhite early in his career. 
BALUSTER A turned, supporting column , generally slender, used as a pillar. 
BANDING Inlay or marquetry which produces a color or grain contrasting with the 
surface it decorates. 
BANISTER-BACK CHAIR Generally maple, often ebonized with ~rtical split-
banisters in the back . Widely used in rural America from 1700 until the end of the 
century . 
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BAROQUE The Italian equivalent of French rococo . li"regu!arly shaped, overly 
fantastic design. Used as a general te,m to d8note a style of furniture common in 
the early 18th century . The word comes from 3 16th century Italian architect who 
was calied Barrochio. 
BAS-RELIEF Sculpture or carving whose figures project only slightly from the 
background. 
BEAU BRUMMEL Georgian dressing table for men, named after an English fashion 
arbiter. 
BEDSIDE CHEST A small bed-high chest with drawers. 
BELL FLOWER Conventionalized hanging flower-bud of three, sometimes five, 
petals carved or, more often inlaid one below the other in strings. BERGERE 
Comfortable French arm chair with upholstered back and sides and squab 
cushions. Popular in Louis XIV and Louis x..; periods. 
BIBLIOTHEQUE-BASS E A low cupboard fitted with shelves for books and doors 
often of glass but sometimes fitted with grilles . 
BIRD'S-EYE A marking of small spots often found in certain wood. Used and much 
prized from the eariiest to present times. 
BLANKET CHEST Colonial storage chest often used as a bench. 
BLOCK FOOT Square , vertical foot at base of any straight, untapered leg. 
BLOCK FRONT A chest composed of a concave center panel flanked by two 
convex panels. 
BOISERIE Carved panels used on French pieces of the 11th century . BOMBE 
(French) An outward swelling on the furniture Applies to commodes, bureaus, 
armoires. 
BONHEUR-DU-JOUR 1-'\ small writing table usually on tall legs and sometimes 
fitted to hold toilet accessories and bibelots. 
BONNET TOP When the broken-arch pediment of tall case-furniture covers the 
entire top from front to back, this hood is called a bonnet top. 
BOSS A circular or oval protuberance for a surface omament. BOSTON ROCKER 
An American rocker (19th century) with curved seat , spindle back, and a wide top 
ra:1. 
BOULLE Celebrated designer of the Louis XIV period noted for his inlay of metals 
and tortoise shell. Boullework is a descriptive phrase. 
BOWBACK One of the types of Windsor chairs popular in America in the 18th 
century. 
BOW FRONT A front that curves outward to appear convex. 
BRACKET FOOT Low foot on case goods. Runs both ways from corner, forming a 
ri ght angle. 
BREAK FRONT A bookcase or china cabinet made of three sections, the center 
one projecting furward beyond the two end sections . In bookcases, the lower part 
of the center section sometimes has a desk. 
BREWSTER CHAIR Wooden chair with large turned posts and spindles. BUN 
FOOT A flattened ball, or bun shape, with a slender ankle above. Popular in 
William and Mary period. 
BUREAU The French word (from the Latin, burras, red) originally designated as a 
red cloth coveringiOr w'iting desks. Later the desk itself. In America the name 
designates the commonly known dresser. 
BURL A tree knot or protruding growth which shows beautifully pattemed graining 
wilen sliced. Used for inlay or veneer. 
BUTTERFLY TABLE Smail fold ing table with splayed legs, generally turned. The 
top has wing brackets underneath to support drop-leaf wings on either side. 
BYZANTINE CHAIR A three comered chair originated in the Orient and later used 
in Italy. 
CABINET Originally a glass fronted cabinet intended for the display of objects d'art. 
CABLE A molding design resembling intertwined rape. 
CABRIOLE A type of leg which swells outward at the knee and inward at the ankle. 
CAMELBACK A soia back of irregular, curved shape characterized by a large 
central hump. CANDLESTAND A small (usually pedestal) and lightweight table 
\i\.~th a round top bu ilt to chair height. Once used as a portable surface for candles. 
< 
CANE CHAIR First produced in England. It was very popular because it was cheap, I 
light and durable . it was fi rst used in America in about 1690. 
CANOPY A covering, attached to tops of bed posts, consisting of a wood frame 
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cO'l.€red with fabric. 
CANTERBURY A portable magazine rack named after the Bishop of England. 
CANTONNIERE A bed hanging used in France from the middle of the 16th century. 
It hung outside the bed curtains to prevent drafts. 
CAPPING A turned ornament used to make furn iture more decorati'l.€. 
CARLTON TABLE An 13th century writing table with an adjustable top. 
CARTONNIER A piece of furniture which tool< various forms. It usually stood at one 
end of a writing table to hold papers. 
CARTOUCHE An elliptical tabl et or scroll containing the name of a king, queen or 
deity. Also a sculpture or back ornament in the form of an unrolled scroll. 
CARVER CHAIR Modern term for a 17th century Dutch type armchair made of 
turned post and spindles. 
CARYATID The top member of a pedestal or leg, used as a support, in the form of 
the human figure con'l.€ntionalized. 
CASSAPANCA A wooden bench with a built-in chest under the seat. 
CAST IRON FURNITURE Very popular throughout the 19th century in varying forms 
from garden furniture and plant stands, to umbrella racks and doorstops. The cast 
iron bed was manufactured into the 20th century and remains popular today. 
CAUSEUSE A small settee popular in early French furniture. 
CEDAR CHEST l\ rectangular storage chest with hinged lid and made of solid 
cedar or cedar veneer surf-aces to pre'l.€nt moths inv-asion of woolens . Also, a 
bride's hope chest in 20th century. Still very popular. 
CELLARET A case on legs or a stand for wine bottles. 
CERTOSINA Ivory inlay , of Italian origin, no longer in wide usage. 
CHAISE LOUNGE A French long chair. A double chair. Also referred to as a 
fainting couch, it is ol'ten used in bedrooms. CHAMFER A beveled, angled cutting 
away of the top portion of any edge. 
CHANNELING A grooved or furrowed effect in wood. 
CHASED A metal surface ornamented by embossing, engraving, or carving. 
CHESTERFIELD Applied to furniture, it denoted a type of sofa. This is a common 
term in England and Canada. 
CHEVAL GLASS/MIRROR A full-length mirror mounted on swivels in a frame 
capable of being locked in various positions. Traditionally cheval mirrors had candle 
holders mounted on each side and were used in dressing rooms. 
CHEVRON A V-shaped ornament borrowed from military lexicon. 
CHIFFONIER A French word denoting a lady's worktable, deri'l.€d from chiffons, 
meaning rags. It is also used to designate a highboy. 
CHINA CABINET Seldom found in America before 1790. A bookcase used for 
displaying china. 
CHINOISERIE Painted or lacquered Chinese designs in furniture . 
CINQUEFOIL Five petal design. 
CLAW AND BALL Foot of carved animal or bird claw clutching a ball, generally 
terminating a cabriole leg. 
COAT OF ARMS Heraldic insignia, as on a family escutcheon. 
COFFER A chest or box covered in leather or some other material and banded with 
metalwork. 
COLONNADE A range of columns connected by a horizontal entablature, or 
cornice, at top. 
COMMODE A chest with doors. 
CONNECTICUT CHEST Low chest , on legs, usually containing a double set of 
drawers. 
CORBEL A piece of stone, wood, projecting from a wall, to support a cornice or 
arch. 
CORNER CUPBO,ARD Triangular cupboard made to fit into a comer. It is usually a 
dining room china cabinet but may also be a curio cabinet for any room . 
CORNICE The top or fini shing molding of a column or piece of furniture. 
CORNUCOPIA The hom of plenty, symbolizing peace and plenty, used as design 
motif. 
COURT CUPBOARD A small cupboard used for storing sil'l.€r, china, or other 
precious goods. 
CREDENCE An early Italian cabinet used for carving meats or displaying plates . It 
was the forerunner of the sideboard. 
CREDENZA A sideboard or buffet with drawers or doors. 
View more items on eBay ... 
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CRESTING Shaped and sometimes perforated ornament on the top of a structure, 
as in the cresting of a chair. 
CROFT A small filing cabinet of the late 18th century, it had many small drawers 
and a writing surface. 
CROSS STRETCHER X-shaped stretcher in straight or cUMd lines. Found on 
tables, a few chairs and in America on highboy::.; and lowboys. 
CUPID'S BOW A term used to describe the typical top rail of a Chippendale chair 
back which curves up at the ends and dips slightly in the center. 
CYMA CURVE A curved molding with a re~rsed curve as its profile. 
DAVENPORT An upholsterer in Boston, named Davenport, made such handsome 
and luxurious overstuffed couches that people began to speak of these couches as 
Davenports . This word has been replaced by the word sofa. 
DAVENTRY A small chest of drawers with a sloping TOp for writing. 
DENTILS A classi c, decorated design consisting of rectangular blocks with spaces 
between. 
DISC FOOT A flat, disc-shaped foot used on tables or chairs. 
DOLPHIN One of the heraldic fishes represented as either embowed, counter 
embowed or extended . Symbolic of love and di:igence. 
DOVER CHEST Early American hope chest, usually made of maple, oak. 
DOWEL Headless pin, usually made of wood , used in the construction of furniture. 
DOWRY CHEST Made to store the trousseau of a prospecti~ bride. American 
examples include the Hadley chest , the Connecticut chest, the painted 
Pennsylvania-German ch est. the Lane Company cedar chest. 
DRAUGHT CHAIR Early English equivalent of a wing chair. 
DRESSER A species of a sideboard. Also for the service offood or the storage of 
dishes . The term used today indicates a chest for the storage of cosmetics or 
clothing. 
DROP FRONT Hinged front of desk which lowers to form a level writing surface. 
DROP LEAF Table built with hinged extension lea~s which lower when not in use. 
DROP SEAT A concave seat the middle and front of which are lower than the side. 
DRUM TABLE Circular top table on a tripod base with a deep skirt that may 
contain drawers. 
DUCK FOOT Webbed foot attached to a table leg which curves outward . 
DUMB WAITER A dining room stand with normally three circular trays increasing 
toward the bottom. Also, a pulley type elevator that brought food up from the 
basement kitchen to the iirst floor dining room . 
DUSTBOARD Horizontal board placed between drawers of a commode or similar 
piece to exclude dust. 
DUTCH DRESSER A cabinet with open shelves on upper portion, drawers or 
cupboard below. 
DUTCH FOOT A simple pad used as the foot on cabriole legs. Sometimes 
confused with a duck foot. 
EBENISTE An ordinary French term for a cabinet maker 
EBONILE To stain wood to look like ebony . 
ECLECTIC Word coined !ast half of the 20th century; infers artful mixture of 
decorating styles . 
EGG AND DART A classic design, consisting of alternating eggs and darts , used 
mostly in cornices . 
ENCARPA A festoon offruit and flowers commonly used to decorate friezes , other 
flat spaces. 
ENDIVE A caMd leaf design following the lines of the endi~ plant. ESCRITOIRE A 
\ivriting desk containing, with other drawer compartments and pigeon holes , one or 
more secret ones . The Engl ish word secretary was derived from this . 
ESCUTCHEON Name applied to a shield upon which a coat of arms or other 
de\ices are emblazoned. 
ETAGERE Original a small work table consisting of shelves or tray sets one above 
the other. More recently , an open shelf for what-nots. May be of varying heights . 
EVOLUTE Recurrent wave motif for a band, friez e or cornice. 
FAN PANERN Description of the back of a chair when fitted with ribs somewhat 
resembling the stalks of a half-open fan . 
FARTHINGALE CHAIR An armless upholstered chai r for ladies wearing enormous 
skirts of early Stuart era. 
FAUTEUIL A French arm chair which, unlike the 8ergere, has open spaces 
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between the arms and seat . 
FESTOON A garland or length of foliage, ftowcrs or branches entwined or bound 
together, usually hanging in a curl between l:VJG poims. 
FIDDLE-BACK A chair splat shaped in manner of tile violin's contour. 
FINIAL A decorative finis hing device, usua:iy foliated, for the terminals of projecting 
uprights. 
FLAMBEAU A car\€d decoration in tile shape Go: a flaming torch. 
FLEMISH SCROLL A baroque form \/vith the curve broken by an angle. 
FLEUR-DE-LIS A French emblem in the form of a conventionalized floral design . 
FILIGREE Interlaced wirework decoration of scrolls and arabesques. 
FLUTING A grooving on any horizontal or perpendicular surface. 
FLYING DISK A flat disk with two outspread wings. A prominent Egyptian motif. 
FOIL A Gothic term denoting the intersection point of the junction of circular areas, 
as in trefoil. 
FOLIATED Decorated with leaf designs of an int ricate pattern. 
FOUR POSTER A colon ial bed with posts extended upward, mayor may not hold 
a canopy. 
FRENCH BED A bed in wh ich the ends roll outward. It has no posts. 
FRET A piece of perforated ornamental work. 
FUNCTIONALISM Furniture design based on use rather than on ornamentation. 
GADROON A carved molding of alive or ruffle form used in the edges of table tops 
and chairs . 
GARGOYLE A grotesque carved figure, or head, wllich originally carried rainwater 
from the gutters. 
GARLAND An architectural ornament represe ting fol iage, flowers or fruits plaited 
and tied together with ribbons. 
GATELEG TABLE A table IJImere the 'fo!dinglesf is upheld by a leg swinging out 
like a gate. A del.€lopment of t he Jacobean period, it was popular in Colonial 
America. 
GESSO A bas-relief decoration, made out of plnster, which , after hardening is 
painted or gilded. 
GIRONDOLE A round, convex mirror used as 2. wall ornament. 
GLASTONBURY CHi\IR An X-framed, ecclesiastical Gothic seat with sloping 
paneled back. Arms had a drooping curve in which a priest's vestments rested. 
GLYPH A short, I.€rtical groove or channel. It was common in Doric architecture. 
GOBELIN Name of a French tapestry and the Parisian factory which produced it. 
GRIFFIN A chimerical beast employed in decoration in early Georgian. 
GUERIDON A small table, 01' tabouret, with rotnd top for holding candles or small 
articles . 
GUILLOCHE An ornament fnrmed by two or more intertwining bands or interlacing 
figure eights frequently enclosing rosettes or other details. 
HADLEY CHEST A colonial chest with a drawer. Sometimes used as a hope or 
dowry chest. 
HANDKERCHIEF TABLE A single leaf table with leaf and top triangular in shape. 
Closed, the table fits in a cOi'ner, opened, it is a small square. 
HIGH RELIEF Tnis tenn refers to deep carving of any plane surface of any material. 
HIGHBOY A high chest of drawers, deriving its name from haut bois, which in 
French means high wood. 
HITCHCOCK CHAIR American chair, 1820-1 850, made with oval top rail and cane 
seat. Named for designer, Lambert Hitchcock. HOPE CHEST Colloquial American 
tenn widely used for dowry chest. 
HUSKS Ornamentation of flowers Of foliage usually used in pendant manner. 
HUTCH Enclosed structure, often rdised on uprights, or an enclosed structure of 
more than one tier. 
IMBRICATIONS Ornaments which t3;<8 tite fo r,ll offisnes' scales or the segmented 
edge ofti les that overlap_ 
INLAY A design of contrasting wooe-,s , iVOiY, or other materials, set into a surface. 
INTAGLIO A design or illustrat ion made hy cutt ing into the surface of the material. 
INTARSIA An Italian ty pe of decol'ation , similar to marquetry where a design is 
sunk into an entire surface. 
IONIC Designating or of a Greek style of archite::ture characterized by ornamental 
scrolls on the capital s. 
JAPANNING European and American versior. of Oriental lacquering often 
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substituting paint for the lay ers of varnish. 
KIDNEY DESK A desk or a table vvith curveC: front and a top shaped like a kidney 
bean. 
KLiSMOS A Greek chair design featuring a concave back cmd legs. I(NOB 
TURNING A tuming resembling a series of knobs Oi· bosses. 
Lo..CCHE The word lacche is used ill Italian~o C:W2r ::111 painted decoration appli8d 
to furniture whether or not it has the hard gia~s .)1' Orientai lacquer. 
LADDER-BACK A chair-back in which horizontal cross-rails , used instead of a 
splat , give a ladder effect. 
LAMBREQUIN A short piece of hanging draper}/, often imitated in metal or wood for 
decorative purposes. 
U\URELING A decorative feature using the laur::! eaf motif as its basis. 
L1NENFOLD PANEL A d sign for a panel cOllsi::.t ing of a combination of straight 
moldings in the shape offolds of linen. 
LINTERS Short cotton fibers clinging to cotton seed after it has been ginned. Used 
for early mattress lilling. 
LOW RELIEF This term refers to shallow calVing of any plane surface of any 
material. 
LOZENGE A diamond-shaped decorative panel. It was the Middle English word for 
stone. 
LUNETIE An ornament or mural decoration sh ;:~ ped like a half moon. 
LYRE A stringed instrument oHhe harp class. its furm was used as a decorative 
motif by Ouncan Phyfe and others . 
MARLBOROUGH LEGS A heavy, straight leg used by Thomas Chippendale and 
others. 
MARQUETRY Inlay work. Decorations formed by pattems of woods, metals , ilmy 
01- tortoise shell sunk into the surfaces of fumiture. 
MENUISIER The term corresponds roughly to the English carpenter or joiner. 
MODILLION An enriched block, or horizontal bracket, used in series under a 
Corinthian or composite cornice and sometimes , with less omament, under an 
ionic order. 
MOLDING Ornamented or shaped strips, either sunk into or projecting from a 
surface. Used mostly for decoration, 
MORRIS CHAIR A larg2, easy chair with arms usually extending beyond the back 
and adjustable beyond the back and adjustable to various angles , It was named for 
its inventor, William Morris. 
MOTHER-OF-PEARL Inlay of nacreous shell slices, often used on early 19th 
centufY American fancy chairs, tables , mirrors, etc. 
MOTIF A dominant featu:-e or theme in artistry or craftsmanship. 
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NESTED TABLES Three or four identical lightweight tables sized from small to 
largest , each one nesting under the next, 
NIELLO The art of decofating metal plates by incising designs on them and filling 
incised lines with alloy. 
NULLING A projecting detail of a carved ornament, similar to gadrooning , 
OBJET D'ART A small object of artistic value, 
OCCASIONAL TABLE A term applied loosely to any small table , 
OGEE A compound curve, the directions of which are opposite to those of the 
Cyma curve. 
ONLA Y Omament applied to the surfaces of woods or other kinds of material. 
OPEN STOCK Individual pieces which can be sold separately or grouped 
(correlated) to form sets to the buyer's taste. 
ORMOLU A metal resembling gold, Used as mounts and decoratil.e effects on 
furniture, 
OnOMAN low upholstered seat, without arms or back, used as a footstool. 
OVOlO A continuous ornament - In the form of an egg which generally decorates 
the molding called quarter-round, Eggs are often separated from one another by 
pointed darts, 
OXBOW, OXBOW FRONT Often used in the finest 18th century New England case 
furniture such as chests of drawers , secretaries , etc, 
PALMETTE A carved or painted ornament resembling a palm leaf, an anthemion , 
PAPIER MACHE Molded paper pulp used for many small articles and particularly 
suitable for japanning and polishing, 
PARQUETRY Furniture inlaid with a geometrical cube design in the manner of a 
parquet flOOL 
PATERA A dish like ornament often worked in bas-relief on a frieze, 
PATINA A surface texture produced by age, wem or rubbing, 
PEDESTAL TABLE A table on a round center support, 
PEDIMENT The space or st ructure above a cornice, The classic pediment, seen in 
the conventional Greek temple, was triangular in shape, It is found on the tops of 
secretaries and grandfather's clocks, usually as a broken pediment 
PEMBROKE TABLE A long square-sided table with oval or square ends , the leal.es 
at the side of which drop almost to the flOOL f\Ja~ed for lady Pembroke, In a 
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matched or parallel series . 
PENDANT A hanging ornament, usually. 
PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH The name applies to Gt;im an settiers in Pennsylvania . 
Tneir furniture is distinctive since their cabinet nlakers worked in soft woods , whiG(: 
they painted and often decorated with floral patte l11s and ether motifs from the 
vocabulary of peasant design. 
PIE CRUST TABLE A table so named because the edge is finished off in a series 
of serpentines or curves , as cooks crimp the edges of a pie. 
PIER GLASS Large, window-height mirror suspended abo~ a table between two 
windows. 
PINEAPPLECarved pineapple-shaped ornament found frequently in early 19th 
century American bed posts . 
PINNACLEA carved omament at the top or crest of a piece of furniture. 
PLAQUE A flat, thin ornament, usually made m' metal or porcelain and inserted into 
wood. 
PLINTH Square or octagonal base of a chest or other column, solid to the floor. 
Primarily, a stand for a plant, sculpture, or other 3-dimensional item. 
PILASTER Flat column superimposed on any plain surface to serve as a support 
for a cornice or a pediment. 
POPPY -HEAD Decorative finial of a bench or desk end as in ecclesiastical 
woodwork. 
PORTlERE A curtain hung in a doorway. 
POUDRESSE Small tab le with mirrored lid covering space for cosmetics. 
PRESS Broadly, a tall , enclosed, and doored structure comparable to a wardrobe. 
PRIE-DIEU CHAIR A high-backed chair of Italian ori gin with a narrow shelf, rail or 
pad upon which the user may rest his arms while kneeling in the seat. 
PULL-UP CHAIRA term for a small light arm chair. Sometimes called an 
occasional chair. 
QUATREFOIL An ornamental figure, foliation, perforation or panel divided by cusps , ' 
or featherings , into four foils , leaves or lobes. 
QUIRK A narrow groove channel molding sometimes called a sunken fillet. 
RAIL The horizontal piece in framing or paneling. In a chair back the top member 
supported on the stiles. 
RAKE The angle or slant of a chair back or of a non-vertical table leg. 
RECLINING CHAIR An upholstered chair or rocker that reclines. 
REEDING The re~rse of fluting. A decoration consisting of parallel lines formed by 
beaded mountings projecting from the surface. Sheraton, Adam and Phyfe used it. 
REFECTORY TABLE A long, narrow table originally used in dining rooms of 
religious orders . It was later shortened in length and provided with underleaves . 
RELIEF Any ornamentation raised abo~ the surface or background. 
RESTORATION A proper renewal of a piece by a candid replacement of hopelessly 
damaged or missing parts. 
RIBBAND-BACK A chair with an entwined ribbon motif ornament. 
RINCEAU A classic ornamental device composed of intertwining stalks of acanthus I 
or other foliage. 
RISING SUN When a fan -shaped ornament is carved half -circle and the resulting 
spray or stalks suggest sunrays . 
ROCOCO A style of decoration distinguished by a profusion of meaningless , but 
often delicately executed, ornaments in imitation of rock work, shells, foliage and 
massed scrolls . 
ROLL- TOP DESK Simiiar to a cylinder-top desk but the writing table and fittings 
are enclosed by a curved slatted panel. 
ROMANESQUE Decorat ive scroll work or other :ntricate ornamentation derived 
from triangles, circies and other geometric figures. It sprang from the round arch 
and general massiveness of Romance architecture and reached its highest form in 
the 12th century. 
ROMA YNE Renaissance ornamentation featured by human heads on medallions . 
ROSME An ornament resembling the rose. A painted or sculptured architectural 
ornament with parts ci rcularly arranged like rows of leaves in a circle around a bud. 
ROUNDABOUT CHAIR Corner chair with triangle front and usually a circular back. 
ROUNDEL Circular ornament enclosing sundry formal devices on medieval and 
later woodwork. 
RUNNER The curved rocker of a rocking chair. Once made solely of wood but now 
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largely of metal. 
RUSH SEAT A seat woven of rushes. Used in America from the earliest times, 
genera lly with simple furni tul·e. 
SABRE LEG A term used to describe a sharply curving leg in the classical style 
which has also been call ed scroll shaped. It is generally reeded. 
SADDLE SEAT ~\ chair seat hallowed out to resemble a saddle. 
SAL TIRE A straight , X-shaped stretcher used 0 :1 c.ha:rs or tables. 
SAWBUCK TABLE A table with an X-shaped frnme ei-cher plain or scrolled. 
SCAL'-OP A carved ornament in the shape of a shell used widely on rococo 
pieces . 
SCONCE A general name for a wall-light consisting of a back plate and either a 
tray or branched candleholders, usually metal. 
SCOOP SEAT A chair with a seat which has been hallowed or formed to fit the 
body . 
SCROLL A spiral or convoluted line used for ornamentation. 
SCROLL FOOT A foot in the form of a spiral line; not fully articulated with part 
abol,B it. 
SECRETARY A drop front desk, often with book shell,Bs above and drawers below. 
SEGMENTALA less than semicircular, unbroken pediment with an abruptly ending 
CUI"\e. 
SEIGNORIAL CHAIRAn imposing highback seat for the master of a house. 
SERPENTINE FRONT Front of a commode, desk or bureau shaped in a waving 
curve. 
SERRATED A saw tooth or zigzag ornament that is one form of a notched dentil. 
SERVING TABLE A long, narrow table with drawers for silver, napery and crystal. 
SETIEE A long ornately carved 17th century seat or bench with a high back and 
often with arms. Today, usuaily length of a love seat. 
SETTLE Colonia! all wood bench or settee with solid arms. The pilgrims brought it 
ITom England. 
SHAKER FURNITURE This furniture, while prOvincial, is of such sheer simplicity, 
so pure in line, so lean and functional in form , so well proportioned and soundly 
constructed, that it is much prized today. Made by the early 19th century Shakers, 
it is usually in pine, maple, walnut or fruitwoods . 
SHIELD BACK A chair back shaped like a shield . 
SIDEBOARD A dining room piece, with a long 11 at top and a superstructure, 
equipped with drawers. 
SKIRT A wood o. fabric ilounce at bottom of a furniture piece. 
SLANT - FRONT DE SK A frame or chest of drawers with a top section as an 
enclosed desk for writing, the hinged lid sloping at a 45-degree angle when closed. 
SLAT BACK Type of back , used in early American chairs and settees , composed 
of horizontal slats attached to back parts. 
SLEEPY HOLLOW CHA!R Large upholstered chair with hollowed seat, high back 
and solid low arms. 
SLIP-SEAT A removable upholstered seat for a chair, used especially in dining and 
light pull-up chairs. 
SOFA The sofa was first introduced into Italy in the late 17th century. I n fact, 
many Italian and early French sofas resembled a row of chairs joined together. 
Long sofas with carved wooded backs, and usually rush seats, were popular in the 
18th century . 
SOFA TABLE A small , narrow, rectangular tab le with two front drawers in the apron 
a;ld hinged leaves at each end. First made ill America about 1800. More recently, 
a narrow table to be placed alongside the back of sofa. 
SPADE FOOT A rectangularly shaped tapered foot resembling a spade. 
SPANDREL An arch form bounded by a horizontal and vertical frame such as was 
used by Sheraton in some chair backs. 
SPINDLE A slender turned baluster, often tapered or molded. 
SPINET DESK A writing desk designed after a small musical instrument of the 
colonial period. When the ins trument wore out , the keyboard was removed and the 
cabinet used as a writing desk , for which the recessed space, formerly housing the 
keys, was happily adapted. 
SPLAT The central member of a chair back, also called a splad. 
SPLA YED A pitched spread or slant; a surface canted outward, be\€led or angled. 
SPLINT SEAT A seat made of oak or hickory stri ps interlaced. Used in furniture 
View more items on eBay .. 
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through the 18th century . 
SPIRAL LEG A leg carved in the shape of a rope twist or a spiral. 
SPOOL BEAD A continuous turning having the form of a series of connected 
beads. 
SPOON BACK A chair back which is spoon:;,d or shaped to fit contours of human 
body. 
STAMPS Various names and letters are often ·{,.;una stamped on French fumiture 
made in the 18th century or later. These stamps are a most important means of 
identifying the makers of individual pieces of furn iture. 
STEP TABLE A table resembling a one-step stair commoniy used at the end of a 
sofa. The top shelf being shorter and higher. 
STRAPWORK A narrow band folded, crossed, dild sometimes interlaced. Also an 
ornament consisting of a naiTOW band in convclutions similar to those of a leather 
strap thrown at hazard. 
STRAW-WORK A method of decorating furniture with tiny strips of bleached and 
colored straws to form landscapes, geometrical patterns, etc. in the 17th century. 
STRETCHER Tile underbracing of chairs and tables taking and H or X- diagonal -
form. 
STRiPPING Removing the old surface or finish from a piece offurniture. 
SUITE A complete set of matched "furniture. 
SWAG A festoon of flowers, fruit or draperies resembling a garland. 
SWING LEG A hinged or folding leg used to support the drop leaf of a table. 
SWIVEL CHAIR A chair which re'vOlves on a st tionary platform or on legs. 
TABOURETIE A stool or small seat, usually vvithout arms or back, used as a 
stand. 
TAMBOUR A desk with a secretarial (she!\E:d) top and sliding panels replacing the 
grille. TAPER LE G A leg which dimir.ishes ir, thickness as it approaches the foot. 
TAVE RN TABLE Sturdy , rectangular table all fou r legs, usually braced with 
stretchers. Much used in 18th century taverns. 
TESTER Top fram ework of a high-post canopy or draped bed, of wood or fabric. 
THERM LEG A square or four cornered tapered leg used on chairs or tables . 
TIER TABLE An occasional (usually pedestal based) table with 2 or 3 tiered round 
tops of graduated size. 
TILT-TOP A small table, with the top hinged to a pedestal base permitting it to 
hang vert ically when not in use 
TORCHERE A floor lamp designed to throw light upward . In early times, it was any 
stand that held a light. 
TRAIL Undulating bands offormalized leaf, berry or floral pattern. 
TREE-OF-LiFE Car\E: j Tree or vine design with fruit and often birds or animals in 
fo liage. 
TREFOIL A three-lea\E:d or three-cusped ornament usually contained within a 
circle. 
TRESPOLO Elegant three-legged tables usually designed to stand against a wall. 
TRESTLE A braced frame, forming the whole support for a table top. 
TRIPOD A three legged stand for <3 pedestal table. Adam and Chippendale favored 
it 
TRIPTYCHA three part , hinged mirror or small screen inspired by alter pieces. 
TRIVET A three legged stand or small table nc(mally flanking a fireplace. It now 
o·lten refers to a wall decoration or a heat-resistant stand for hot objects. 
TROMPE D'OEFL. A French phrase meaning fool the eye. Usually a realistically 
painted surface which gi\E:s a three-d;mensio!~:": effect. 
TRUMPET LEG A leg shaped like a trumpet a~d ha"i;lg its characteristic flared 
profile. 
TRUNDLE BED A low bed of colonial days which, during the daytime, was rolled 
under a larger bed. Just as popular in 21st century . 
TUCKAWAY TABLE A hinged leaf gate-leg table with cross legs which fold into 
each other as compactly as if tucked away. 
TUDOR ROSE A decorative motif compounded of the White Rose and the Red 
Rose. 
TULIP A design in the shape of a tulip, car\E:C or painted on American fumiture, 
especially Shaker. 
TURNING The shaping of legs or trim obtained by using a lathe. It is one of the 
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most venerable wood work ing processes. 
UPHOLSTER To fit , as furniture, with coverings, padding, springs, etc. 
UPRIGHTS The outer vertical posts of a chair. 
URN A vase-shaped receptac le also L:sed fe. orn ament, especially on sideboards, 
or as finial of a biOken pediment. 
VALANCE A horizontal cross section of craperies . 
VANITY A low, drop-center ladies' dressing tE,0 ~ \Nit (~ ,In attached mirro~ and 
drawers and matching pull-up bench. 
VARGUENO A fall or drop front desk of Spanish origin popular in the 16th and 17th 
centuries. 
VENEER Thin s:l eets of wood applied to the surface fur decorative effect or to 
improve the appearance of furniture. 
VIS-A-VIS A tete-a-tete chair in which two sitters face oppositely , sometimes 
referred to as a Gossip Chair .. 
VITRINE A glass-front china cabinet used mostly to display fine pieces. 
VOLUTE A spiral, scroll -like ornament on Ionic and Corinthian capitals. 
WAINSCOT CHAIR An El izabethan oak chair, the back of which is paneled like the 
wainscoting of a wall. These chairs are massive, ornately carved with strap work. 
WASH STANDS Specially adapted for bedroom use after 1750. A cupboard or 
chest of drawers on four legs with a basin sunk in the top. 
WELSH CUPBOARD A cabinet with large enclosed storage base and upper part of 
open shelves. 
WHAT-NOT A portable stand vvith four uprights enclosing shelves, in use after 
about 1800 for books , ornaments, etc. 
WHEAT Carved ornamentations representing three ears of wheat. It was 
extensively used by Hepplewhite. 
WINDSOR CHAIR A chair with a wooden or rus:l seat, pegged legs, and back of 
turned spindles. Backs may be fan, hoop or comb type. 
WiNG CHAIR An upholstered chair with a high back, stuffed arms, and wing 
shaped protectors at head level protruding from the back over the arms. Introduced 
in America before 1725. 
X-CHAIR An anc ient fold ing-type chair dating back to Egypt, Rome and the Middle 
J\ges. 
X-STRETCHER A crossed stretcher at the bottom of a chair or table. 
YORKSHIRE CHAIR 17th century carved side chair native to Yorkshire, England 
with turned front legs and stretchers; it derived from the wainscot chair. 
YORKSHIRE DRESSER Dresser or cupboard, of oak or teal , with a low back. 
ZENANA Furniture resef'vCd for the part of the house in which women and girls were 
secluded in ancient Persia. 
ZIG-ZAG A molding with a series of frequent sharp turns from side to side. 
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